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PRODUCT INFORMATION
WHAT: For 30 years, AFM Safecoat® has been
developing the safest, high quality and least toxic
paints, stains, sealers and adhesives on the market.
WHERE: Safecoat’s® extensive line of products are
suitable for a wide variety of interior and exterior
applications where durability is required and health is
paramount.
WHY: AFM has become the only company in the
world to offer a complete line of chemically
responsible, non-polluting surface coatings and
construction adhesives that not only meet the highest
performance standards, but set new standards of
excellence for indoor air quality.

Safecoat® products have earned the industry’s
highest environmental and indoor air quality
certifications, including Scientific Certification
Systems’ Indoor Advantage Gold certification, and
they satisfy LEED standards. They are the best, and
in most cases the only, choice on the market for low
toxicity and a focus on personal health, product quality
and performance, and environmental sustainability.

Today, AFM customers with home or commercial
projects can choose from more than 30 not-toxic
products, including paints and primers, stains and
sealers, clear finishes, household cleaners and carpet
care, adhesives and caulks, roof and asphalt coatings,
personal care products, and a new line of organic,
plant-based products, Safecoat Naturals™.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Extensive line of non-toxic, low and zero-
VOC products including interior and exterior
multi-surface paints, wood stains, sealers and
adhesives.
- Product lines include primers, paints, wood
stains, stone/concrete sealer, grout sealer,
agriboard sealer, waterstop sealers, roof and
foundation sealer, asphalt sealer, construction
adhesive, caulking compound, carpet
treatments, and more.
- Safecoat® dries quickly (dependant on
ambient humidity) and emits virtually no odor
during and after application.
- AFM Naturals is organic, plant-based finishes
that are particularly suited to those with severe
chemical sensitivities and allergies.
- Safecoat® products are ideally suited for
residential and commercial situations where
indoor air quality is of the upmost importance,
such as those seeking certification under the
WELL Building Standard.
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